
Lesson 1

atics?

invaded and how can they be recognized?

le to demonstrate an understanding of exotic

le to identify by sight and describe a variety of
and animals.

that they will be learning about several new
hich are exotic aquatic species. Play the
s an introduction to the entire kit. Take time to

of the students.

each species in various parts of the room. Put
e room and half on the other. Try to spread the
t students have plenty of room at each spot.

any object, e.g. a pine cone. Ask, "How would
ct e.g. a pine cone' ?" Responses may include

small, round, short, "it looks like a ..." Ask

cteristics did you use to describe this object' ?"
overhead. They should include color, size,

may even include similarities to other objects.



it is time for the students to explore the characteristics of the
tic aquatic specixnens on their own. 'There are several plants and
xnals set out in stations around the room. Suppose you are a
ntist and it is your job to describe these organisxns so that other
pie will be able to understand what they look like and recognize
m. You need to make and record your observations. Here is an

rvation sheet which you can use to record your observations."
out observation forms. Send half of the students to one side of

room and half to the other side. Place students into groups of 2
and let them work together. After about ten minutes, gather the

rmation by asking each group to contribute a characteristic or
for each of the species they looked at. Make an observation
t for the class on an overhead using the observations that they
. Give students a chance to complete their own obsexvation

arts. Show students either an overhead with pictures or hold up
actual specimens of the zebra mussel, sea laxnprey, ruffe, spiny
er flea, Eurasian watermilfoil, or purple loosestrife and ask the
of the class that didn't observe it to identify it using the
ription from the half of the class that did describe it.

students "What do you think of when you hear the word
cies'?"

PECIES is a certain kind of plant or animal. Individuals within a
ies are able to breed with each other, but usually not with

mbers of any other species, to produce offspring. With animals,
xaxnple, the robin and the bald eagle are each an example of a
species that can't breed with each other. The skunk is an

ample of a xnaxnmal species. Roses are an example of a plant
ies. "What are some other examples of different species that you
think of?" Listen to responses to be sure that students
erstand the general idea of a species.

ATXC means having to do with water. Therefore, aquatic species
pecies that live part or an of their life in water. This means that
live in an aquatic habitat. Ask students "What is a habitat?"

HABITAT is an area where an animal or plant lives and finds food,
r, shelter, and space.



Ask students "What are some examples of aquatic species that you
can think oP" Some responses may include different kinds of ducks,
fish, insects, snails, turtles, duckweed, algae, etc.

NATIVE species are plants or animals that occur naturally in a given
habitat, have been present for a long period of time, and they evolved
slowly without causing problems or damage in the original habitat.
They did not arrive as a result of human activity.

Show the overhead of the pheasant. ruffed grouse, and house
sparrow.

Ask the students to pick out the native. The ruffed grouse is the
native example.

EXOTlCS are organisms that have been introduced either
intentionally or accidentally into areas where they are not native.
Exotics can be thought of as alien plants and animals.

Show overhead of the pheasant, ruffed grouse and house sparrow
again. Ask students to pick out the exotics. These include both the
pheasant and the house sparrow.

Show the overhead of the pheasant. rainbow trout, and tulip.
These are all examples of exotic species that are now common.
Although the exotic species that will be discussed over the next few
days are all considered to be harmful to their new habitat or to
native species, it is important to remember that this is not true for
all exotics. Not every exotic species spreads out of control or crowds
out natives. Some exotics, like tulips, do not harm the environment
and still others are actually beneficial in some ways. For example,
pheasants are exotics that provide hunting enjoyment, and rainbow
trout provide a fishing opportunity.





Name:

Name of organism Observations

 color. size, shape, etc.!
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Lessons

2 through 7

tive" and "exotic". Review the names of the

cussed.

torm ways in which exotics may invade and
to another. Ask students to brainstorm ways
e harmful. Record responses on an overhead.

s could include: reduced diversity of animals
eting for food, space, nesting or nursery areas,

water clarity, increase sedimentation, cause
etc.!

actmd specimen of each exotic species
e the name of each exotic species on a
d so that students can see the name when

ed. Pass out the information form for students

cies.

8 included, One is a large world map and the
and map of the Great Lakes area. This can be
ts visualize where the exotics came from,

introduced and where they have spread to.



Lesson 2

ade7

dvantages does it have over other species7

le to describe the habits and characteristics

nstrate the effects of competition by playing a
the results of competition between ruffe and

member of the perch family. It is native to
rope. The ruffe was accidently introduced to
und in the Duluth-Superior harbor area in
spreading. The ruffe is successful partly

dly and can reproduce when only I � 2 years
arily a bottom feeder and prefers dark
t is hard for native predators such as waHeye,
IIheads to find it. It also has a spiny dorsal fin
e ruffe hard for other fish fpredators! to
uccess may be causing a decline in some native
ellow perch, shiners, bullheads, and trout
ompete for the same food and habitat.



Activity

�5-30 min.! Active gaxne demonstrating coxnpetition  if there is
enough space for students to walk or run!.

Materials: < A large area for students to run
~ Tags for different species
~ Spiny fins for the ruffe to wear

Remexnber that the ruffe is a fish that has spread into the Great
Lakes and eats the saxne food as yellow perch and other fish.

Ruffe example. Divide students into 4 groups as follows:

Gmup I, - the Ruffe group  exotic! - this group wears red tags and
needs to feed on aquatic insects in order to survive. The ruffe also
wear the spines on their backs to show that they cannot be eaten
easily. These fins can be made using paper and q-tips or straws to
get them to stick out. They can be attached to clothing with safety
pins.

Group 2 - the yeHow perch group  native! � this group wears
yellow tags and also wants to feed on aquatic insects in order to
survive.

Group 3 - the aqumtic insect group - this group wears blue tags
and tries to stay away froxn both the ruffe and yellow perch.

Group 4 - the large predator group, northern pike and walleye�
this group should be fewer in number than the others and wears
green tags. This youp is a natural predator of yellow perch, but on
not many ruffe. Therefore, this group feeds on yellow perch in order
to survive, but leaves the ruffe alone.

The rules: The ruffe and yellow perch both try to catch the insects.
The predators try to catch the yellow perch and ruffe.  The ruffe have
a large spiny dorsal fin on their backs which makes it difficult for
many predators to eat.! Whenever soxneone is caught, they xnust
hand over their tag to whomever caught them and then sit down.
After l minute the teacher will end the game.



Discussion of the game: Point out that only fish who are both
standing and holding someone else's tag survived. Only the fish who
were not eaten themselves and found food survived. Find out how

many of each group survived. Hopefully, more ruffe than perch
survived. Ask students to explain how this could happen if there were
equal numbers of each. Answer: The perch and ruffe are both
competing for the same food source � in this case insects. The ruffe
had few predators trying to catch them and therefore had a better
chance of surviving, How many large predators were able to find food
and survive? Ask the students to predict what would happen to the
predator population if they were to play the game again with only the
individuals that are still alive. Likely possibilities: Because there are
fewer aquatic insects available for the native yellow perch, some will
starve and others will be eaten by predators. Eventually there may be
no yellow perch left and the predators might starve.

C1osure: Ask students to describe what couM happen to native
species if exotics are introduced into an area where they have no
predators.



Lesson 3

ter flea successfu17

ful7

or different from insects and other

le to explain the effect of the spiny water flea
nt.

e to distinguish between various crustaceans.

FLEA isn't actually a flea, it is a '/e" long
g, sharp, barbed tail spine.  Examples of other
rs and crayfish.! It is native to Asia, but has

rthern Europe and Great Britain. The animal
e Huron in l984. Again show the Great Lakes

ike the ruffe and zebra mussel, it was
y, probably by hitching a ride in the ballast

ghter.  Ballast water is the water carried in
vide stability.! Now the spiny water flea

sed and spread throughout the Great Lakes
akes. It is unclear what impacts spiny water
cosystems of the Great Lakes region, but it is
c may compete directly with young perch and
d such as plankton  which are tiny aquatic

Daphnia!. The spiny water flea reproduces



Activity

�0 min.!

Materials: ~ Spiny water flea specimens
~ Samples of Daphnia, and a rubber crayfish
~ Magnifying glasses
~ Paper to record observations on

The students wfll compare and contrast the characteristics of the
spiny water flea with those of Daphnia.

rapidly, which quickly increases their numbers. The four pairs of
barbs on its sharp spine make it extremely hard for small fis to eat,
and only a few larger fish, such as coho salmon, feed on them. As a
result, spiny water flea populations will likely remain high while
populations of plankton  small organisms that float or swim near the
surface of water, such as green algae!, which they eat, may decline.



Lesson 4

cteristics of Eurasian watermilfoil?

do?

ble to describe the impact that Eurasian
e lakes it invades.

nstrate an understanding of the impacts of the
invasion by creating a type of poem called a

GLFOIL is an aquatic plant that forms thick,
tangled stems and a vast mat of vegetation at

This creates major problems for water recreation.
up with recreation problems. Have any of them

kiing, or even just swimming? Boat propellers,
ers, and skiers all can get tangled up in the

getation. Once they become tangled the milfoil
nts and these fragments can cause new
Eurasian watermllfotl was introduced to eastern

urope, It has been accidentally spread across the
attached to trailers and boats moving from one

ther. It was first found in Minnesota in 1987. In

s to coexist well with the natural balance of

native animals. Populations of Eurasian
s even decline if left alone. But they cause a real
ow out of control, which occurs in recently

Xo



Activity

disturbed shallow-water habitats and lakes that are relatively enriched
with nutrients. Sometimes, excess nutrients come from fertilizers,
sewage, or septic systems and cause overgrowth of aquatic plants. One
way in which floating mats of Eurasian watermilfoil harm native plants
is by blocking sunlight. All plants need sunlight to survive and grow, if
Eurasian watermilfoil blocks the light, the native plants below xnay be
shaded and unable to survive. It can also crowd out native plants by
growing in highly dense mats or stands.

�0-25 xnin.!

Materials: i Addresses of U.S. Senators and Representatives
 included in kit!

~ Paper

Students will write poems  cinquains! about the effects of Eurasian
waterrnilfoil in lakes. A cinquain is a poem written in the following
format:

hexxxe ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 word

..2 words
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o 3 words

Des crrp4 c%/n r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ o ~ ~ ~ i r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
A aa

~O
c Ion r ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Irt ~ ~ re ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

A Phrase

Synonym for the theme ....................1 word

An exaxnple would be:
rrxatermigoil
green, mats

invade, spread, tangled
harmful to native plants

exotic

Let students work with partners and encourage them to be creative.

As a class, write a letter to accompany the poexns informing your
Senator or Representative that you have been studying exotic aquatics
including Eurasian watermilfoil, and are concerned about its impact
on lake and wetland habitats.

 The students can also include their own pictures of a healthy lake and
a lake infested with Eurasian waterrnilfoil. Indicate native species
such as Canada Waterweed, Northern Waterrnilfoil, Coontail,
Duckweeds and Watermeal, Bulrushes, or Cattail, that would be
affected by the change.!



Minnesota delegates In QTashIngtoa, 13.C.

U.S. Senators:

U.S. Representatives:

~ Address it properly:
The Honorable
U.S. Senate

Senator
Paul Wellstone  DFL!
717 Hart Senate O flce Bldg,
United States Senate
Washington, D,C. 20510-2303
�02! 224-5641

First District
Gil Gutknecht  IR!
425 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-2472 FAX �02! 252-9915

Third I%strict
Jim Rarnstad  IR!
103 Cannon House ONce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-2871 FAX �02! 225-6351

FffCh District
Martin Olav Sabo  DFL!
2336 Rayburn House Offic Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-4755 FAX �02! 225-4886

Tips on kiriting Effective Letters:

~ Use personal or business letterhead

~ Be sure to include your return address on both
letter and envelope

~ Be reasonably brief. Keep your letter concise
and to the point. It is not necessary that letters
be typed. Just legible.

~ Write your own views; let your Senators or
Representatives know of your own experiences.

Senator
Rod Grams  IR!
261 Dlrksen Senate Office Bldg.
Basement 40, Room 3
United States Senate
Washington, D,C. 20510
�02! 224-3244 FAX �02! 228-0956

Secortcf Dfstrict
David Minge  DFL!
1415 Longworth House ONce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-2331 FAX �02! 226-0836

Fourth I3istrict
Bruce F. Vento  DFL!
2304 Rayburn House OfBce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515-2304
�02! 225-6631 FAX �02! 225-1968

Sixth District
William  Bill! Luther  DFL!
1419 Longworth House ONce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-2271

Seventh District
Col!in Peterson  DFL!
1314 Longworth House ONce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-2165 FAX �02! 225-1593

eighth J3/strict
James Oberstar 03FL!
2366 Rayburn House OfBce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
�02! 225-6211



Lesson 5

urple loosestrife have on wetlands and shoreline

ersed and what can be done to prevent dispersal'?

nstrate dispersal using paper "seeds" and wiH
topping the spread of seeds,

onstrate their ability to identify purple loosestrife
pr cad.

TRIFE is an exotic wetland plant that is native to
What is a wetland7" A wetland is an area that has

s covered with a shallow layer of water either
art of the year. Swamps, marshes, bogs and

and river edges are examples of wetlands.
ants and animals that are adapted to living in
re any wetlands in this area7 Have you visited

the wetlands look like'? What did you notice
loosestrife was intentionally introduced on the

America in the 1800s as a garden flower.
ttractive purple flowers. Although attractive,

as spread from gardens to swamps, marshes,
ches. This exotic is harmful because it crowds

ails, bulrushes, grasses and other native,
tails and bulrushes are important species in a

upport many other animal species that

12



mmonly live in this habitat. Ask students to name some animals
at would commonly be found in a healthy marsh. Some examples
e ducks  such as mallards!, loons, muskrats, red fox, red-winged
ckbirds, marsh wrens, and a variety of other song birds, frogs,

ads, salamanders, turtles, insects, a variety of fish, etc. Cattails
ovide cover, and nesting and breeding spots for a variety of
ecies. Cattails even provide food for certain animals. When purple
sestrife takes over and crowds out cattails and bulrushes, fewer
tive plants and animals are able to live in the wetland. The

vasion of purple loosestrife can affect a healthy natural variety of
tland species either directly or indirectly. For example, insects
at depend on cattails for a breeding area are directly affected
cause they can no longer breed there. Certain birds, however, are
directly affected if they depend on insects for food. If the insects do
t breed there, the birds will have less food. Ask students to think

some other ways different animals may be affected by the invasion
purple loosestrife.  Refer back to the list of animals commonly

und in a marsh.! Ask students to summarize the process of purple
sestrife taking over a wetland.

araing: This activity will require a cleanup. A vacuum cleaner or
om should be available. If your students can clean up the purple
s perhaps the maintenance people wiH be happier with this
rcisel

terials: ~ Purple paper
i Paper punch

art by using a paper punch to make 100s of purple dots Put them
the floor of the classroom. Place them in an area where students

1 walk and likely spread them. After the dots have been spread
k the students to take a look at them. Inform them that you put
rn there in a neat pile earlier. "Let's pretend that these are purple
sestrife seeds. What happened to the dots?" They scattered
und the room and some may have even left the room. They were
ked around, carried on people, and perhaps blown out an open

window.

w can seeds be dispersed outside7" Wind, rain, carried by
imals, carried in rivers, even carried by cars and trucks along
hways. They can also be blown over ice and snow.



ow could we have stopped the spread of the dots7"

What are some ways we could stop the spread of purple
sestrife7"

rple loosestrife blooms for a long time, one flower after another,
its stalk, so it is able to disperse seeds over a long period of time.

nce this is the case. there would be a continuous supply of purple
ts  seeds! to replace those that are scattered or removed.

at additional problems could this cause7 How would this affect
previous plans to decrease the spread of purple loosestrife7"

le Loosestrife PulHngl  all day outside!

ll the DNR's Purple Loosestrife Coordinator at 612-297-3763 to
d a wetland area near your school. Parange with the coordinator

time and a wetland to go to in the spring  before the seed heads
velop! for you and your class to pull purple loosestrife. Help stop
e spreadl



Lesson 6

ful effects of the introduction of the sea

e a model of and describe the unique feeding
rey.

s a parasitic, eel-like fish that is native to the
th sides of the Atlantic Ocean. A parasite is an

and feeds on other species.  Para xneans to live
axnprey is dependent on other fish for survival.

its teeth and sucking xnouth to attach itself to
ping tongue cut a wound in the side of a fish
eds on the blood and body fluids of the fish.
attached until the fish dies or the sea lamprey

that survive a lamprey attack will often be
on due to predation or disease. The sea laxnprey
1829 through a newly created canal, and by the
to Lake Superior, The sea lamprey attaches to
parasitic life, They have contributed greatly to
whitefish, soxne deep-water chub, and lake

Lakes over the past few decades. Through an
ey control prograxn and stocking of lake trout
shery has been preserved.



 see enclosed example!

Materials: ~ Tube sock or nylon
~ Colored paper
~ Crayons, markers, and/or paint
+ Glue or tape
~ Velcro or suction cups and laminating wrap

Students will create their own sea lamprey by stuffing either a paper
lamprey or a sock  tube sock or nylon!. The lamprey will be colored,
painted, or decorated with colored paper. The students can then
draw a native fish for it to attach to. The lamprey can be attached
using velcro, or the fish could be laminated and the lamprey
attached with a suction cup. These creations, along with a brief
written description of the lamprey's feeding habits, could be hung up
in the room or elsewhere in the school.
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Lesson 7

~ What are zebra mussels and why are they harmful'P

8 What makes them so successful7

8 Students will be able to describe the various affects that zebra
rnussels have on the habitat.

8 Students will demonstrate through a math activity how zebra
mussels are able to increase in numbers so rapidly.

ZEBRA MUSSEL8 are small, fingernail-sized rnussels. Show
examples of freshwater, native rnussels when showing the zebra
mussel and ask students what differences they notice, Zebra
mussels are native to the Caspian Sea region of Asia. They were
found in Lake St. Clair in Michigan in 1988. They were most likely
brought there unintentionally, in their larval stage, in the ballast
water of ships that came from Europe or the Caspian Sea. Zebra
mussels can live in a wide range of environments and have spread to
parts of all the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River. They are now
showing up in inland lakes and rivers, Zebra rnussels attach
themselves in great numbers to swimming docks, pilings, boats.
motors, rocks, logs, and each other. They also attach to native
freshwater mussels and have severely reduced their numbers, ln
some cases, they have eliminated native mussel spectes. They are
one of the greatest threats to freshwater mussels especially those
rnussels that are threatened or endangered. The sheer number of
zebra mussels can clog water-intake systems of power plants and

1V



water treatment facilities, and the cooling systems of boat engines.
They can reproduce rapidly, producing from 30,000 to a million eggs
in one year. Zebra mussels Alter plankton from the surrounding
water, which may reduce the amount of food available for fish and
other animals. They may create a serious food shortage for other
plankton-eating animals ltke young Ash. Without ample food for
organisms higher in the food chain, they will not grow and may die.
Zebra mussels are moved into rivers and lakes by recreational
boaters and anglers. and by commercial shipping, including barges.
They attach themselves to boats and motors and their eggs develop
into microscopic larvae which can travel unseen in bait buckets,
livewells and bilgewater, creating new infestations. It is very
important that bait buckets, ltvewells. and bilges be emptied ora
lance before leaving the lake or river access.

�5 min!

Matedals; ~ Calculator

~ Paper

Start out with 2 zebra mussels and assume that one is male and one

is female. If each female produces just 400 surviving offspring each
year, assuming half of these are fernale �00!, how many zebra
mussels will there be after 5 years?

After 1 year: 1 fernale produces 400 surviving offspring. 1 x 400=
400 total offspring. 400 offspring p!us the original 2 �00+2! = 402
zebra mussels.

After 2 years: 402/2 =201 females who each produce 400 offspring
�01 x 400! = 80.400 total offspring plus the 402 at the start of the
year  80,400+ 402! = 80,802 zebra mussels.

After 3 years: 80,802/2 = 40,401 females who each produce 400
surviving offspring �0,401 x 400! = 16, 160,400 total offspring plus
80,802 from the start of the year �6, 160,400 + 80,802! =
16,241,202 zebra rnussels.

After 4 years: 16,241,202/2 = 8, 120.601 females who each produce
400 surviving offspring  8,120,601 x 400! = 3,248.240,400 new
offspring plus 16,241,202 at the start of the year �.248,240,400 +
16,241,202! = 3,309,481,602 zebra rnussels.

18



After 5 years: 3,309,481,602/2 = 1,654,740,801 females who each
produce 400 surviving offspring �,654,740,801 x 400! =
661,896,320,400 new offspring plus 3,309,481,602 from the
beginning of the year �61,896,320,400 + 3,309,481,602! =
665,205,802,002 � hundred 65 billion, 2 hundred 5 million, 8

hundred 2 thousand, 2! zebra mussels at the end of 5 years.

Construct a data table showing the number of zebra mussels
present in years 1-5.

Discussion: After looking at how rapidly the number of zebra
rnussels can reproduce, it is easier to understand how they couM
create problems by competing with freshwater mussels and by
clogging water intake systems and boat filters. Ask students to
explain why it matters that the number of zebra mussels can
increase so drastically.

EMeasioa Activity: Examine the drawing of the mussel life cycle.
Pick another wetland animal or plant and draw it's life cycle based
on your own research.



lesson 8

cies invade and why are they sa successful?

ey have on the environment, native species in

le to explain ways in which exotics are

le to describe factors which enable exotics to

ble to explain the impact that exotics can have
in a habitat.

le to predict which species will be most
rmation about it,

d a little bit about several exotic species that
sources. Can you name all of the exotic species
" Make a list on the blackboard or overhead so

names again. Then ask "How do these species
do they move from their native habitats? Once

e they spread from one body of water to
me exotics so successful' How are they harmful
w did some of the exotics we looked at sprea.d

How are the exotics continuing to spread?"
or other recreation equipment, and some are

RO



ed unnoticed in ballast water, on the bottom of barges, or in
buckets. Some reproduce very quickly and often invade areas
dly, Others, like purple loosestrife, produce many seeds, for a
period of time, which are dispersed  spread! by wind, water,

imals, and even cars and trucks.

students to make a list of many of the conditions that aid in the
duction, success, and spread of exotic aquatics. Use a.n

head or blackboard to make the list. Some items on the list may
ude: boaters and anglers moving from one place to another,
mercial shipping, rapid reproduction, a lack of natural predators
disease, disturbed habitats, natural dispersal of seeds, adults,
larvae by wind, water, and animals, etc.

-native or exotic species introduced into new habitats are freed
predators, parasites, diseases, and competitors that have kept

r natural numbers in check in their native environment, Exotic

ies may overrun their new home and crowd out native species.
e established, exotics are generally difficult to eliminate,
etimes introductions are intentional, such as carp and purple
estrife, and have unexpected harmful impacts. But many exotics
accidentally introduced by humans. Some are introduced and
ad on animals, boats, trailers, vehicles, ships, commercial
s, produce, and even clothing. Some exotic introductions can
e to be ecologically harmless, such as the tulip or the pheasant,
often exotic introductions have been harmful to humans, the

ronment, and natural ecosystems. They have caused less
ral variety of species  biodiversity! and even the extinction of
e native species. Exotics are considered to be among the most
re, world-wide agents of habitat alteration and degradation.

y are a ma]or cause in the continuing loss of biological diversity
ughout the worM. They can be thought of as biological

utants.



Activity

�0-30 xnin.!

Materials: ~ Boxes

~ Poster boards

~ Crayons, xnarkers, paint
~ Colored paper
~ Scissors

+ Glue

~ Q-tips for cattails
~ Possibly fabric, pasta noodles, etc.

22

Students will construct either posters or dioramas showing
environxnental scenes of a marsh or lake both before and after

invasion by an exotic s!. There are two posters inchxcled  Lake Will-
be-Gone and Lake Exotica! that can be shown as an exaxnple.



Lesson 9

~ Once exotic species are introduced eradication is usually
impossible and control is possible but costly, Knowing this how can
we effectively deal with the problem of exotics?

R What can we do to help?

~ - ~ ~ R Students will design plans for lessening the problems associated
with the invasion and spread of exotic aquatic species.

8 Students will dexnonstrate an understanding of the ixnpiications
of an invasion by an exotic species by creating an exotic species of
their own, explaining the problems caused by its introduction into a
non-native habitat, and offering possible solutions to the problem.

~ Students will help to educate others concerning how they
personally can help with the problem of exotic aquatics by creating
educational bumper stickers.

Start by asking students "What can be done to decrease the number
of exotics or to lessen their ixnpact?" Some possibilities may include
killing them with chemicals or introducing new predators  which
xnay be other exotics!. Ask students to predict how these solutions
could be harxnful. The chemicals or new exotics could cause some

unpredicted results. They could also be harmful to some native
species or could even further daxnage the environment. Soxne other
possible ways to improve the problem would be to make conditions
more favorable for natives by ixnproving or restoring native habitats,

23



ng exotics spread farther, inspecting ships, barges, etc. With
oosestrife and Eurasian watermilfoil, it may be helpful to
entire plants or clusters of plants. For the ruffe, sea
, and spiny water flea, some may be removed by netting, but

ugh to control the problem. Ask "What can we personally
sponses may include: make sure our families clean off our

and other recreation equipment, clean fishing equipment,
ansport plants or animals � including bait fish � from one
water to another, never release plants or animals from your
ms, learn to recognize exotics and where they are likely to be
eport exotics to the DNR, Sea Grant, or other management
s, teach our family and friends about exotics, and leave
habitats as untouched as possible.

the Exotic Combo sheets. Work in pairs. Have your
find and name the exotic species in the Exotic Combo

er students into groups of 3. Each group will invent their
tic species. Student will make a model of their species using
laydough. Each group will then present its species to the

The presentation should include a name and description of
c species, where it came from and how it has invaded, how
s, what impact it has on the environment, what native
t may affect, and possible solutions as to how to control,
r eliminate this problem. Be imaginative.

will design bumper stickers or brochures that show how
ffect habitats and/or how people can help to prevent the

exotics. These bumper stickers inay be kept or distributed
centers or boat landings, or other students in the school.

ay students can help teach others about exotic aquatics.

ples of slogans:

Our Wetlands From Purple Loosestrife  picture of a wetland
d after purple loosestrife invasion.!

Lakes!  picture of 2 lakes-1 with many fish, l with a few!
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~Check Your Boats  picture of a boat with Eurasian waterrnilfoil on it!

~ Keep Harmful Erotica Chat!  pictures of exotics!

~ Don't Let Them Spread!  pictures of exotics!

~ Dump Your Bait Buelr.etc on Laud  zebra mussel hiding in bucket!

~Don't Transport Exoties in Your Bait Bucket!

Let students be creative. Stress somewhere on the bumper sticker
that exotic aquatics can be harmful and something should be done
We have an obligation to control them, because, in most cases, exotics
wouldn't be here if it weren't for peoples' activities � either intentional
or accidental.
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